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HEAVIEST VOTE IN PAST FEW YEARS AND MANY CLOSE RACES FEATURE ELECTIONS

John C. Nash '20, Wm. H. Young '21 and Sidney Bedell '22 Successful in Races for President of Their Respective Classes—Four Men Out of Five Who Resigned Are Re-elected—Freshman Poll Very Small Strength

The class elections which were held Monday to elect officers for the remainder of the year resulted in some of the closest races seen in many previous years. In many cases the counters left obliged to count the votes six or seven times before definitely deciding in favor of certain men as the winning men often had a margin of no more than one or two votes. All but one of the former class officers who resigned to make a clean slate for these elections were re-elected which is indicative of the esteem in which they are held and it is generally conceded that if any men deserved class honors it should be those who voluntarily surrendered who had already won for the benefit of Technology. A disappointing feature of the elections was the lack of interest on the part of the freshman class which was represented by less than half of its enrolled students. A general feeling was expressed by those in charge of the elections that the freshman class should show better spirit. Special interest was shown in the race for positions on the Institute Committee and none of the particularly close elections took place among the nominees for this committee, which has charge of the student affairs for the remainder of the year.

John C. Nash, who was one of those who resigned his position, was unanimously elected president of the 1920 class, and John L. Ellis of the same class beat out Soule Whitehead for the position of vice-president. Nash is a member of the Delta Upsilon fraternity and Ellis is a member of Delta Tau. Nash was elected as a freshman and in last year's show he performed some fine acting by members of last year's show. Brownell, Delta Kappa Epsilon, were the only fraternal organizations who showed interest in the election of the junior class. Kenneth P. Chase, Lewis P. White and Decatur L. Bradley gained the institute committee positions and were elected to one vote only, while R. J. Gombe and Walker C. Swaim were members of the executive committee.

The class of 1922 had many vacancies and in many cases the vote was wildly over the top for the Institute committee with two of the positions on the executive committee went to walk.

The freshman results were rather small and very certainly disappointing to the upper grades who counted on the votes of all of the 766 men in the class, only a few over three hundred had been declared to vote. This fact is a very clear blue for the freshmen class in general, and the comparatively small showing on the part of the upper classes is hoping that the spirits will improve next year, Sidney Bedell, who entered the faculty.
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The engagement of Miss Carol Andrews, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Andrews of 300 Harvard street, Deerfield, to Captain Ernest Wood Smith, a student of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has been announced. Captain Smith, who is a member of the freshman class, is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Smith of 33 Third Street, Cambridge. He is a student at the Harvard Dental School.

The engagement was announced by the student at the Harvard Dental School, 111 Boylston Street, of J. T. I. T. Smith who is the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. B. C. Smith of 85 Fifth Street, Chelsea. Captain Smith entered Harvard with the Class of 1923, He is in the United States Dental School, and has been assigned to the department of mathematics.
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The KOhI~VERS SMOKE~r

What has been said as a matter of fact has been said, and no freshman signs of pep or enthusiasm should materialize after the bulletin and posters have been removed. The Tech assumes no responsibility, however, for the facts as stated nor for its opinions expressed.

The Editor-Chief is always responsible for the opinions expressed in the opinions page, and the Managing Editor for the matter which appears in the news columns.

The KOMMERS SMOKE~r

THE VOODOO

The Voodoo has come into the limelight this year, just as the Freshman Suppers were earlier this year, which serves to show that a comic page is what the undergraduates want. To make a complete success there will have to be generous support by the students, and a large number of candidates should cut out for the staff.

CLEAN UP THE BULLETIN BOARDS

The men on the various activities who are responsible for placing posters and bulletins after they have served their time on the boards. As things now stand, there are increasing numbers of dead posters littering practically all of the bulletin, and obscuring the new ones. It will be certain both to the advantage of all, and to the boards clear of all dead matter, not only to make the new stand out, but to improve the general appearance of the place.

NO LIFE IN THE FRESHMAN CLASS

There is a marked lack of pep and enthusiasm in the freshman class that officials seem to point toward need of leadership and initiative. What has happened? Nothing! No freshmen signs of pep or enthusiasm; no get-togethers or signs of life whatsoever.

WALKER MEMORIAL

Main Dining Hall and Grill Room

NOW OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS

LOW CLOTHESANTED BY

MAX KEIZER

HIGHEST CASH PRICES PAID FOR

OLD CLOTHES

Silk and Soft Slewet Hats

For the Batson Special

We are Soile Boston Agents

Established 1893

Incorporated 1899

The BEST CLOTHING SERVICE FOR

Tech Men

Clothes for all occasions

Ready to put on or made to order

FINE FURNISHING GOODS

Macular Parker Company

240 Washington Street, Boston

106 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.

CAMBRIDGE

Telephone: 100 and 9000—If one is busy call the other

20130

3021113

FOR YOUR CLOTHI?

FOR YOUR CLOTHI?

FOR YOUR CLOTHI?

FOR YOUR CLOTHI?

FOR YOUR CLOTHI?

FOR YOUR CLOTHI?
There’s Nothing Better

Made in our own shops, by the highest type of skilled labor, from materials that have to stand up in accordance with the strict Morse Standard we know

Morse-made Suits and Overcoats $20 to $75

Represent an unequalled value backed by sixty-six years of unbroken reputation.

Adams Square

DIXON

The line uniform in texture and unusual wearing quality of the lead, make

DIXON’S

ELDORADO

the master drawing pencil

more economical than the average lower priced pencil.

DIXON Pencils

at all stationers

Venus Pencils

Those famous pencils are the standard by which all other pencils are judged.

17 Black degree

6B softest

2B medium copying

1H stiffest

The fine uni-

versal texture makes these pencils the standard in the scientific world of all artists, draughtsmen, engineers, and draftsmen. Reasonably priced. Rapid Operator.

38 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge

Track House Gossip

The outlook for a successful season in track is Looking brighter. With a 10% percentage of last year’s team still around and the wealth of promising material in the Junior Freshman class, there is no reason why this team should not score more successful times than last year’s.

The loss of Captains Downing and Wattle has been a severe blow to the team. However, they are expected to return to their former form.

Mr. Hurd is still the captain of the 1920 track team. He has been working hard and is expected to return soon.

If this advertisement were a mile square, jammed with words—It wouldn’t he—it couldn’t be—half so convincing as smoking a Murad.

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF—

Compare Murad with any 30 Ccnt Cigarette

REMEMBER—

There are no other

like Murad.
JANUARY SALE
OF
MEN’S FURNISHINGS

SOCKS
1.30 Socks now 1.15—6 pairs 6.00
These are the well-known heather mixture and are all wool.
.50 Socks now .35—3 pairs 1.00
These are heavy cotton socks which we have been selling to aviators at Technology.

SHIRTS
2.00 Shirts now 1.35—3 for 4.00
These are white negligee shirts with stiff cuffs.

UNDERWEAR
Two-piece cotton underwear at 25 per cent. reduction.

Have You Joined?

TECHNOLOGY BRANCH

Annual Mark Down Sale
Men’s and Young Men’s
Overcoats—Ulsters
Ulsterettes

There is a wide choice of models and fabrics; the type of garments you expect to find here: tailored and trimmed according to Hovey standard. Some of the overcoats are full satin lined, some quarter lined. Most of the ulsters are full lined with satin yoke; a few have satin quilted yokes.

Every Coat in this sale was Originally Marked at a moderate price, which makes our present mark down the more radical.

ONE OF THE SPECIAL ITEMS
Double and single breasted Overcoats; also double and single breasted Ulsters and Ulsterettes, that were $37.50; now

$29.50

C. F. Hovey Company
Shop by Mail
Summer, Chansy and Avon Streets
Boston, Mass.
Tel. Beach 3660

WHY BELONG TO A COOPERATIVE STORE
SUCH AS THE TECHNOLOGY BRANCH?

An extract from an article in Printers Ink in the issue of May 16, 1918:

"These are the advantages which cooperation has had. First of all it is honest. Not that cooperators are normally superior to the common run of humanity, nor that private trade is characteristically dishonest, but under cooperative enterprise the incentive to fraud is entirely removed. The store manager, the wholesale director, every official is on a salary basis and were he to increase the income of the business through deception or overcharging, the surplus would only go back whence it came, into the pockets of those who had been defrauded, in the form of the rebate on purchases.

"Thus the cooperative store members' mind is at rest in his own store. He knows that the man behind the counter can gain nothing by misrepresentation.

"The second advantage cooperation had over private business is the cash rebate. Cooperative stores probably find it harder to get on their feet than private stores. But once successful, the cooperative is able to return its whole profit, minus the tax for expansion, to its customers. No retailer can do that."

Last year's dividend or rebate was 10 per cent.

Browning, King & Company
407-411 Washington Street, Boston

SUITS and OVERCOATS FOR COLLEGE MEN
$20.00 to $40.00
Full line of Hats and Furnishings
At reasonable prices

SIMPLEX WIRES AND CABLES
INSULATED WITH RUBBER, PAPER OR COTTON
Send for
THE SIMPLEX MANUAL
SIMPLEX WIRE & CABLE CO.
201 Devonshire St., Boston
Chicago - San Francisco

NEW ENGLAND STRUCTURAL CO.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
and
SPECIALISTS IN STEEL CONSTRUCTION
Complete Contracts for Power Plants, Factories, and all Industrial Enterprises
108 State St., Boston, Mass.